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Intertextuality is one of the most commonly used and misused terms in 
contemporary literary research. Although it is in the late 1960s that Julia Kristeva 
coined the word “intertextuality”, this new term even could find its possible origin 
back to Socratic dialogues. Like a red line, the term intertextuality links so many 
shining and brilliant names such as Ferdinand de Saussure, M.M.Bakhtin, Julia 
Kristeva, Roland Barthes, Gérard Genette, Michael Riffaterre, Harold Bloom and 
others. Each of them gives a unique and innovative understanding of this word from 
his/her own stand.  
Compared with other theorists, it seems that French structuralist Gérard Genette 
is not so avant-guard and radical, while he demonstrates a rather detail and practical 
interpretation of intertextualily from a structuralistic perspective, which in fact 
indicates a new direction of this paradoxical term. 
In his three related works: The Architext (1992), Palimpsests (1997), and 
Paratexts (1997), Genette uses a new term transtextuality instead of commonly used 
term intertextuality to emphasize the difference in his own interpretation from the 
viewpoint of structuralistic poetics. He further divides this term into 5 sub-terms, i.e, 
paratextuality (relates to all the elements which stand on the “threshold” of a text), 
metatextuality (unites a given text to another of which it speaks without necessarily 
citing it, sometimes even without naming it), architextuality (the entire set of general 
or transcendent categories from which emerges each singular text), intertextuality (no 
longer concerned with the semiotic process of cultural and textual signification, while 
reduced to issues of quotation, plagiarism and allusion), hypertextuality (unites a text 
B/the hypertext to an earlier text A/the hypotext). 
Since intertextuality is a keyword in literary and cultural studies, while in China 
the introduction of intertextuality is mainly put on books of theorists like Julia 
Kristeva, M.M.Bakhtin and Roland Barthes, other important theorists’ interpretations 














readers understand Gérard Genette’s transtextuality easily, this thesis has given lots of 
interesting examples from both western and Chinese literary classics.  It is believed 
that it will help Chinese literary researchers get a better understanding and knowledge 
of the term intertextuality. 
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第一章  互文性理论概述 
每一本书都在谈论其他的书，每一个故事都在复述一个已经被讲述的故事。 
—— 安贝托· 艾柯 （Umberto Eco） 
第一节  从索绪尔到巴赫金 
1916 年，索绪尔 (Ferdinand de Saussure) 去世三年后，索绪尔的几个学生整
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第二节  克里斯蒂娃及其他 

































































的经济原则（économie du langage），心理学上的记忆关联（memory association）
与自我完形（Gestalt）等等都是二者家族相似的证明。 
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出生在巴黎，毕业于高等师范学院（l'École normale supérieure），1969 年在巴黎
第八大学与托多洛夫（Tzvetan Todorov）、西苏（Hélène Cixous）等人创办了日
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